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INTRODUCTION
Something is wrong with Kelly Jazvac’s sculptures. They are not
to be trusted. If, at a distance, they draw you in with their beauty
(and they are, quite often, strikingly beautiful), up close they
begin to lose their easy appeal. They are confusing, off-balance,
unsatisfying. Is it even right to call them ‘sculptures’? Most of the
time, the only thing that pulls them into three dimensions is their
flaws: the creases, wrinkles, sags and peels that prevent them from
being innocuously smooth images, whether seen vertically on the
wall or spread out over the floor. What is most difficult is their
competing registers of attraction and, if not repulsion exactly,
then indifference. What exactly do they want from us?
We are conditioned to see advertisements in every image we see
these days. When unexpected things pop up in the public realm
— an enigmatic TV spot, or an unbranded poster pasted to a wall —
we immediately ask who is behind it, and of what they are trying
to persuade us. When Jazvac exhibited a Pontiac Sunfire disguised
by a slick skin of printed vinyl to look like a red Porsche 911 in
downtown Toronto’s business district (Upgrade, 2007), passers-by eyed
it suspiciously, not wanting to embroil themselves in whatever trap of
unrequited desire the advertiser might have laid for them. In a sense
they were right: the work was a kind of trap, appearing to offer one
thing while delivering something quite different. In another way they
were wrong to be suspicious, since they were already caught in its
power. They might not have been literally lusting after a Porsche, but
the level of affluence for which the car has become a shorthand cipher
is an integral part of what gets many people out of bed in the morning.
Jazvac had arrived at Upgrade via an exploration of largely male and
slightly geeky icons of aspiration for escape: a mobile satellite
command centre (in the console of a station wagon), the Starship
Enterprise, a DeLorean sports car and sci-fi transporter beams, many
of which she reincarnated as life-sized paper flat-plans. I mention
this here because her current body of work, which ostensibly
grew from a fascination with the waste-material created by the
production of Upgrade, carries with it much of this earlier work’s
sense of pathos, of a yearning to be elsewhere or to find itself in a
different form.
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This frustration, this lack, is embodied in recent works such
as Slump Block (2008) or Pancake (2008) through the failure of their
constituent material to achieve what it was created to do. Selfadhesive vinyl, the same substance that covered the Pontiac
Sunfire and which is also commonly used for advertising
hoardings, window displays, vehicle liveries and other types of
temporary graphics, is all about efficiency and speed. In its most
common form, PVC (the ubiquitous polymer that can be shaped
into anything from clothing to building materials to portable
electronics) is rolled into huge thin sheets on which large format
digital plotters transfer images at any size required. It is easily
transported (lightweight and rolled) and quickly applied: the
backing layer is stripped off, adhesive is exposed and a seamless
image is smoothed flawlessly onto any flat surface available.
Slump Block and Pancake do not adhere to these principles. Instead
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they are uneven and inadequate patchworks made from vinyl
off-cuts, sad leftovers from previous campaigns and schemes that
have been left to curl in piles on the factory floor. Slump Block is
pinned at two corners to the wall, a not-quite rectangular collage
of misshapes that sags in a slack arc beneath its fixings. Pancake
is dejected, small and crumpled, leaning against the wall in the
exact antithesis of the taught and decisive posture for which its
fabric was designed. What was once a two dimensional image has
fragmented, regathered itself and then collapsed into a densely
folded form in space. I think simultaneously of the schoolboy trick
of putting a crisp packet in the microwave (making it wrinkled,
hard and tiny) and the astrological phenomenon of gravitational
collapse, through which an unstable star caves in under the weight
of gravity to form a black hole.
This condensation however is another point at which Jazvac’s
work parts company with traditional adhesive vinyl. Along with
the speed of the medium comes disposability; advertisements
are as quick to produce and apply as they are to replace, to paste
over with the next image. This could be said to be a predominant
characteristic of the Postmodern condition: a state of perpetual
iconoclasm, in which one image is superseded by the next before
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itself rapidly becoming obsolete or outdated. Nothing is more
important than anything else, and nothing lasts longer than
a single frame of our attention.
Jazvac’s work dissents from this dizzying, relentless and disaffected
timescale. Her works are forced pauses, still moments in which
movement is slowed to the point of invisibility and the processes
of time itself held up for reflection. This happens in many different
ways. At a fundamental level, it occurs in the method of the work’s
production: the off-cuts that she uses are reclaimed from the flotsam
and jetsam of sign-makers’ workshop floors and bins, where they
may have been awaiting for reuse for several years. Like a butterfly
shedding its chrysalis, the vinyl is detached from its protective backing
and is fixed to a wall, or another piece of vinyl, where it begins the
second stage of its life. As an artwork it is afforded special status, with
a custodial programme of preservation that is extended to very few
objects in the world (others would include things that are delicate and
handmade, and things that are ancient and dilapidated — categories
which Jazvac’s sculptures pitch towards, but narrowly miss). In terms
of the life cycle of her media, her sculptures witness a process of
transformation from a rootless, dispersed and unfulfilled existence
to something fixed, cohered and desirous of our contemplation.
Just in case anyone thought the material was being given an easy
ride, was safe in its newfound classification as ‘art’, Jazvac adds a
cruelly ironic twist. The processes that the vinyl is being put to use
to describe are universally ones of entropy, atrophy and decay. Their
forms are rippled and flopping, collapsed and defeated. Some, like the
sardonically titled Future Proof (2008), are caught curling away from
the wall. With others, such as Shut Up (2008) or Deflationary Club (2008),
time seems already to have done its work and the sculptures lie
folded or hanging limply over a support. When used ‘properly’, vinyl
is designed to resist the effects of the elements; it weathers far better
that its paper or paint predecessors. However Jazvac’s techniques
are a kind of perversion of these intentions, using the material’s
qualities against itself. Its sticky permanence freezes its wrinkles
into a kind of paradoxical model of ravaged newness, bringing to
mind the grotesquely stretched skin of an over-botoxed face.
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Despite the degradation implied by their forms, the colours
of Jazvac’s sculptures are permanently brand new. It is their
combination with others that infect them with a sense of unease.
Taken individually, the various flat tones of Slump Block, for example,
speak of confidence and purpose — a lustrous metallic gold or a
shocking fluorescent green — but when seen together make no
sense. In other works, such as Turf (2008) or Skimmer (2008), colours
are herded into corrals of similarity — in this case green and blue.
Colour has ceased to be a message, and has become simply a means
of classification. While the titles hint at some indexical association
between the colour and a thing in the world (grass or, in the case of
Skimmer, water via the obscure piece of swimming pool equipment
for which it was named), no effect of representation is attempted or
achieved. Even sections of photographs or other graphics are used
by the artist only if they have no identifiable route back to their
previous image. They are, like their materials, and like their forms,
detached (or at least peeling away) from all anchor points. They are
becoming themselves, moving towards an autonomous state in
which they look back at us, unembarrassed and unafraid. Some,
like Flat Flag (2008) or Crown Crack (2008) even use metallic and
mirrored vinyl to underline this effect. Our gaze, and ourselves,
are delivered right back at us, shredded and scattered by the
creases and wrinkles of the surface.
Considering that allusions to breakage, fissure, failure and
disruption seem to be so deeply embedded within their conception
and understanding, Jazvac’s artworks are strangely quiet and
measured. She effects in her material just enough change for us to see
it properly for what it is. Martin Heidegger’s famous analogy for this
phenomenon was based around the hammer: ordinarily, we can
(and must) use the tool without considering what the object really
is, but when it breaks, we have in our hands something we have
never seen before, in and of itself only, a state he called ‘present at
hand’. This, ultimately, is what her art attempts to achieve; this is
what it wants from us. Not to be liked, not to be desired, not even
to be agreed with — merely to be seen.
Jonathan Griffin
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THE LAWN CHAIR PILOT
July 2, 1982, was a perfect, clear blue day in Los Angeles. After months
of planning, and years of dreaming, truck driver Larry Walters’
lifetime’s ambition was about to become reality. He strapped himself
into a folding Sears lawn chair, which was itself tethered to the
bumper of a friend’s jeep. Straining above him were 42 helium-filled
weather balloons, each one around 7 feet in diameter, tied into four
taught and squeaking bouquets, which were in turn attached to his
chair. Also around his chair were affixed various supplies: a C.B.
radio, a camera, a parachute, gallon jugs of water, a package of beef
jerky, a large bottle of Coca Cola and a B.B. gun.
His friend released the first of several nylon tethers from the bumper.
The pressure was too great, and instantly the others snapped,
allowing Walters and his improvised flying machine, which he’d
named Inspiration 1, to soar vertically upwards into the air.
It has subsequently been estimated that he ascended at a rate of
over 1000 feet per minute. So fast was the climb that his glasses
were dislodged and fell to the ground. Despite the insistence of his
girlfriend Carol (who was in constant and excited communication
with him via the C.B. radio) that he should come down immediately
if he couldn’t see properly, he continued his flight, revealing
that fortunately he had taken with him a spare pair. At around
3,000 feet his ground crew (Carol and his jeep-owning friend)
once again urged him to put into action the second stage of his
plan — shooting balloons with his B.B. gun in order to decrease
his altitude. He pointed out however that since he was currently
over the highly built-up conurbation of Los Angeles, coming down
to land would be extremely dangerous.
A while later the question became academic. Just as he began
shooting a few of the balloons in order to decrease his altitude
slightly, a sudden gust of wind tipped the chair and the gun was
knocked from Walter’s grasp, falling thousands of feet to the ground
below. Very soon he was drifting 16,000 feet above Los Angeles,
shivering in the cold thin air and uncomfortably aware that he was
an unauthorised trespasser in Federal airspace. The pilot of a passing

T.W.A. jetliner soon spotted him, and radioed in his report of the
unusual floating craft to the control tower at Long Beach airport.
It was about an hour and a half, however, before the slowly leaking
air from the balloons allowed Walter to descend to earth again.
As he approached his landing, the cords attached to the balloons
tangled on some power lines and he hung, suspended eight feet
from the ground, from where he was able to drop himself to safety.
In his euphoria, he gave the aluminium lawn chair to a passing
child who had witnessed his miraculous descent.
Larry Walters was fined $1,500 by the Federal Aviation Administration, money however that he soon recouped through work as
a motivational speaker, after his story was reported widely in the
regional and national press as well as appearing on The Tonight
Show and Late Night with David Letterman. He was awarded the top prize
of the ‘Bonehead Club of Dallas’, but nevertheless inspired a series of
subsequent helium balloon flights by others following his example
and refining his technique. When asked by a journalist why he’d
done it, he replied, ‘A man can’t just sit around.’
Jonathan Griffin

1998 Pontiac Sunfire, printed adhesive vinyl, plastic, Plexiglas, sealant,
4.5 m × 1.7 m × 1.3 m (L × H × W)
Commissioned in 2007 by the Toronto Sculpture Garden
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SLOPE FAILURE
The landslide is a phenomenon that is perhaps imagined better
than it is understood. Commonly used expressions — ‘the ground
gave way beneath one’s feet’, ‘the earth moved’, ‘I wanted the earth
to swallow me up’ — reflect the fundamental, subconsciously
embedded fear that the apocalypse will arrive through the stable
surface of the earth rupturing beneath us.
Broadly speaking, this process is known as ‘mass wasting’. This
is a geological term for a number of types of ground or slope failure,
some of which occur in seconds, others that develop over decades.
The latter example is described as a creep; not detectable to the
naked eye, it is often created by the ground repeatedly freezing
and then thawing. A landslide is differentiated from a flow by its
clearly demarcated area of failure; a flow’s area of destruction can
be widely and unevenly dispersed, while a landslide will normally
affect just one section of ground. At its most contained this is called
a ‘slump’: a short abrupt movement of a slope that quite often sees
its vegetated surface remaining intact, wrinkling or bulging like a
skin. At its most dramatic, it can quite literally move mountains.
Appropriately enough, flows are caused more often than not by
water. Appropriate, because one effect of the phenomenon is that
solid earth suddenly takes on the characteristics of liquid. The
extent to which this happens depends on the moisture content and
the particle size of the earth. The type of movement known as an
earthflow is characterized by a slow, viscous slump of fine-grained
materials such as clay or sand, a swelling lobe which sags at its
head and then advances with a slow, rolling motion. The speed of
the earthflow’s motion depends on the degree of ground saturation.
Add still more water still and it may develop into a mud flow, or
debris flow, fed by streams and rivers and picking up trees, houses
and cars in its path.
More dramatic still is the debris avalanche. Unlike a debris flow,
which is normally triggered when a large block at its heads collapses,
a debris avalanche will see whole hillsides, normally steep and
normally covered in thick vegetation (imagine the multitude of
life-forms caught inside!) appear to instantly liquefy and slide in a
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single tangled mess downhill at tremendous speed. The momentum
can often carry them far beyond the base of the hill. The big
beast of the landslide family however is the enigmatic and highly
mobile sturzstrom. Characterized by a mysterious ability to travel
horizontally far further than its vertical movement might lead one
to expect, its mobility paradoxically increases proportionally with
its volume. One theory suggests that the acoustic vibrations caused
by the slide somehow counteract the friction of its material. Another
hypothesizes that air pockets form underneath the slide, not unlike
in a hovercraft, and allow the sturzstrom to drive on unchecked.
Jonathan Griffin
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FIN COLLAPSE IN KILLER WHALES
changes in diet and habitat, contribute to the phenomenon.
Orcinus orca was once known as the Blackfish or Seawolf; hardly less
melodramatic is the name we give it today: the Killer Whale. The
orca’s striking colouring, its rows of sharp teeth and its tall, daggershaped dorsal fin (which in an adult male can reach a height of six
feet) give it a fearsome reputation. The largest member of the dolphin
family, it is in fact a highly intelligent, socially active animal, and
perhaps for this reason is the crown-jewel in the collection of many a
marine park or oceanarium. It is the largest cetacean able to be kept
in captivity for extended periods, and can also be trained to do tricks
such as leaps, backflips, tail-slaps and flipper-waves.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is the corporate symbol of the Sea World
chain, which now has marine parks in San Diego, San Antonio and
Orlando, and which currently holds 22 orcas in captivity, 44% of the
world’s total. In fact Sea World’s emblem is not simply a Killer Whale,
but a particular Killer Whale: Shamu, one of the organisation’s first
captive whales. The name is in fact used for many of Sea World’s orcas,
passed on from one animal to another, to shield the public from the
uncomfortable fact of the captive orca’s dramatically reduced lifeexpectancy. (In 1991, following the death of an orca at Sea World San
Antonio, a spokesman said ‘Shamu has not died today. One of the whales
who plays that role we lost this morning, yes. But Shamu lives on.’)
What visitors are not usually expecting when they come to see
Shamu, or any other marine park Killer Whale, is what often greets
them: instead of the proudly held dorsal fin, many captive animals
display grotesquely drooping fins that flop against the animal’s
body as if hard glass-fibre had suddenly turned to rubber. In fact
the fin is made of a dense, fibrous, connective tissue that is high
in collagen. Despite orcas being the most studied cetacean, no
decisive cause is known for fin collapse. One explanation has it
that prolonged exposure to the sun, due to an unnatural amount of
time spent at the water’s surface, actually changes the structure of
the collagen. Another hypothesis suggests that repetitive, circular
swimming patterns in confinement cause the fin, which naturally
functions as a stabilizing keel, to bend. It is also possible that a drop
in blood pressure due to lack of exercise, or stress connected with

Sea World, which is understandably sensitive about this conspicuous
defect in its mascot, points out on its website that a 1998 study
recorded 23% of orcas in New Zealand waters as having abnormal
dorsal fins. One ‘bent over into a hook’; another ‘bent into a loose
concertina shape, with a wavy trailing edge’. Some appeared to
be rigid, others drooped slowly after surfacing and others clearly
‘wobbled’. A closer reading of the report reveals however that many
of these orcas also had additional scars on them from fighting
other whales; their levels of stress were likely to be far above
the average. In other areas of the world dorsal fin collapse is far
less common: around 4.7% of adult males in British Columbia and
0.57% in Norway. Despite Sea World’s attempts at downplaying the
significance of collapsed fins, for most, both within and without the
scientific community, their meaning is plain to see.
Jonathan Griffin
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SPACE has hosted the Canada Council for the Arts
International Residency program in London since 2003. The
program allows two Canadian artists a year full use of a SPACE
studio and a place to live for the duration of the six month period. Alongside SPACE, the artist plans a programme of activities,
talks, visits and social events providing valuable opportunities
to meet London based artists and gallerists, helping them to
promote and distribute their work internationally.
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Kelly Jazvac’s playful work is often concerned with surface
and veneer, as in Upgrade (2007), a 1998 Pontiac Sunfire coated
entirely with printed adhesive vinyl to give the impression
that it was a 2007 Porsche 911. During her residency at SPACE
Jazvac allowed this shiny advertising material to lead the formal decision making, resulting in a new body of work.

Jonathan Griffin is a writer living in London, and Assistant
Editor of frieze magazine.
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